1. **UCLA Economics** The Economics Department at UCLA has announced that Business Economics majors will no longer be required to complete courses in accounting at the lower division level. Articulation agreements for the Business Economics major will be revised this Fall to reflect this deletion. The revised agreement will be the same as the existing agreement for the Economics major.

2. **Heald Artic Guide** The PCCD articulation officers, working with selected faculty throughout the district, have created an articulation guide that counselors can use to advise students who have taken courses at any of the Heald Colleges. The guide shows how PCCD will use various Heald courses to clear AA/AS GE, CSU GE, and IGETC Areas, and also lists the Heald unit values for Heald Courses. I've created a Heald College page on the Counselor web site that has a link to the guide.